
ANIMAL QIGONG
The 5 Animal Frolics (Wu Qin Xi) is a complete qigong system (created by Dr. Hua-Tou), and the most ancient 
qigong system still practiced today.  The series of exercises not only help to keep the body sprightly & strong, but
it engages both the mind and spirit as well. [3 B.C. Chinese San Guo- Three Kingdom Period]

     “Feeling is a language.  This language allows your body and mind to communicate.  But if you don't 
pick up this feeling, the effectiveness of the exercise becomes shallow.”  

-Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming

TIGER (yin. Liver) (yang. Gall Bladder)
Sound: Shouting, (Xu) pronounced “Shu” (soft) | Note: Liver (RT) Xu, Spleen (LFT) Hu.
Mind Intent: Mingmen, Small of lower back.
Movements:  Waking (front side stretch.  Head turns to arm pulling back), Searching for 
food (circular motion. Alertly.), Clawing & jump (Conception /Front line -Yin), Piercing.

DEER (yin. Kidneys) (yang. Bladder)
Sound: Groaning, (Cui) pronounced “tway” (open with slightly quicker release of breath)
Mind Intent: Tailbone
Movements: Deer rising, Durn turning (roll the spine), Twisting (hoof hands), Running, 
Striking/Ramming with horns (use soft fists), Circling with horns (walk figure-8)

BEAR (yin. Spleen) (yang. Stomach)
Sound: Singing, (Hu) pronounced “whoo”  | Note: Liver (RT) Xu, Spleen (LFT) Hu.
Mind Intent: Navel
Movements: Bear turning, Bear pushes the branch, Bear pushing, Bear bumping, Bear 
stretching (forward with turning step), Bear bending.

MONKEY (yin. Heart) (yang. Small Intestines)
Sound: Laughing, (He) pronounced “who-ah” (releases heart energy)
Mind Intent: Navel
Movements: Monkey turning (move face muscles) & wave tail, Monkey picks up fruit, 
Monkey Rubbing (stimulates kidneys, subdues heart energy), Monkey grooms (rub face, tap
on head/body/etc. Done in a crossed, crouched stance.), Monkey wags his bum.

BIRD (yin. Lungs) (yang. Large Intestines)
Sound: Lungs (Si). Pronounced “Ssss” (like a leaky balloon)
Mind Intent: Qihai (approx. 1 inch below the navel)
Movements: Crane moves its wings, Open & Close (liver/lungs, spleen/lungs), Perching 
Crane flutters wings, Crane soaring.
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